
 

How to water your new Lush 
Lawn. 

 

Give your new lawn at least 2-3 cm (1 inch) of water within half an hour of installation. 

Water daily or more often, keeping lawn moist until it is firmly rooted. ( normally about two 

weeks)  The less frequent and deeper water should begin. 

Weather conditions will dictate the amount and the frequency of watering.  Be certain that 

your new lawn has enough moisture to survive hot, dry, or windy periods.  Water areas 

near buildings more often where reflected heat dries the lawn quicker. 

 

Watering your freshly laid lawn. 

Watering is one of the most important things once you have your new Lush Lawn laid. If 

the Lush Lawn dries out the individual rolls can shrink leaving gaps between the rolls, or 

worse still burn off leaving dead patches. To keep your Lush Lawn watered correctly follow 

the following steps. 

 Use your irrigation system, hose or sprinkler to keep the turf roll moist and 

the top 50-100mm of soil under the roll moist. 

 If laying during hot months you may need to water the new Lush Lawn 2-3 

times a day. 

 If you are unsure how wet it is under the lawn roll lift a corner up to inspect. 

 Once the lawn has established you will need to cut the amount of watering 

back so over watering does not occur. 

 

If you are unsure how moist your new Lush Lawn is you can easily peel back a corner and 

inspect it. 

Watering your established Lush Lawn. 

Once your new Lush Lawn is established, you need to look at changing your watering 

schedule.  The new schedule is all dependent on the weather but a general rule of thumb 

will be. 

 Water less often but water for longer this will help the lawn through periods of 

drought as the roots will be deep in the soil and closer to moisture. 

 Avoid watering your lawn in the late evening as this can cause fungal and 

disease issues, you are best to water in the early morning. 

  


